CHAPTER 1423

“At this moment, the snipers and archers ambush in the dark began to act.”

Fuel smeared on the arrow and burned.

“As long as you touch the dragon flag, it will be ignited immediately.”

“Not to mention the sniper, one hole at a time.”

A little bit is the destruction of Longqi.

“Levi Garrison, who was advancing, suddenly flickered his ears, and he suddenly stopped.”

“””Puff!”””

“””Puff!”””

…

“At this moment, countless bullets and arrows were shot from all directions.”

Perforated the enemies in front of Levi Garrison one by one

“Blood splattered, falling one after another.”

It turns out that their shooting was predictive.

Calculated according to Levi Garrison’s advancing speed.

“As a result, Levi Garrison stopped suddenly, disrupting their prediction.”

All these bullet weapons hit them.

“””Small bugs!”””

Levi Garrison sneered.

“Next, it would be impossible for the snipers and archers to aim at Levi Garrison or Erudia Longqi.”

“As a result, Levi Garrison was surrounded by too many people, and they couldn’t find a chance.”

“Secondly, Levi Garrison can always dodge.”

“””Want to touch my Erudia Longqi? Impossible!”””

Levi Garrison sneered.

He continued to fight and move on.

“””Don’t attack him, listen to my orders, and destroy the Erudia Dragon Banner as much as possible! Let
him be exhausted!”””

An order came from behind.

These people went crazy to target Erudia Longqi.

“The Erudia Dragon Banner at the moment was like a burden, tightly tied to Levi Garrison.”

“Everyone wanted to destroy the Dragon Banner, which indeed caused Levi Garrison a lot of trouble.”

“After all, there are too many f*cking people.”

“For a while, Levi Garrison couldn’t move on.”

“Seeing the miraculous effect of this trick, everyone began to laugh again.”

“As for Erudia, my heart is ashamed.”

“””Hey, even if the king is strong with one word side by side! In this case, it will be consumed alive!”””

“””You have to hold on! You have to hold on!”””

…

“In the battlefield, Levi Garrison was indeed stretched.”

“He has always protected Longqi from damage, but he still seems unable to move forward.”

“””Six hours, time is too short! It’s too late!”””

“The cold light flashed in Levi Garrison’s eyes, and he carried the Erudia Dragon Banner on his back.”

He wants to change his strategy.

Can’t defend like this.

The final defense is offense.

He wants to attack.

“Immediately, a pair of iron fists hit.”

He did not use any combat skills.

Reliability is the most unpretentious pair of iron fists.

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

“””boom!”””

…

“Under a pair of iron fists, gods and ghosts are invincible.”

The best defense is offense.

“Under Levi Garrison’s terrifying offensive, no one could get close to Longqi, let alone destroy it.”

“After Levi Garrison’s offensive came down, he rushed out again a lot.”

There are at least tens of thousands of people lying under their feet.

Unmatched!

It is completely invincible!

The key is not to see Levi Garrison showing any tired expression.

“””open!”””

“Levi came and carried the Great Xia Dragon Banner, rolling all the way.”

“At this speed, he has a chance to reach the top of Jiulong Mountain in six hours.”

Prince William’s face was covered with frost.

“””What’s the matter? So many people can’t stop him?”””

He was questioning the black dragon.

“””Impossible! We are too many people!”””

Heilong smiled suddenly.

The power of the human sea tactics has yet to be fully utilized.

Then is the real beginning.

Soon Levi Garrison crossed a distance of two kilometers and came to a place.

“There are mountain cliffs on both sides, and there is only one entrance.”

But the entrance is too narrow.

“There were so many people here, Levi Garrison couldn’t go deeper.”

